The Bunbury Players production of the musical “Annie” (book by Thomas Meehan, Music by Charles Strouse, Lyrics by Martin Charnin), at the Jubilee Centre, Mildenhall, on 23 – 25 October 2008.

What a marvellous show this was! And how richly – deserved were the plaudits and the warm audience response to this wonderfully-staged tale of little orphan Annie – a production for which great praise clearly must got to director Becky Green.
Over the years it has become easier to write a critique of the Bunbury Players’ performances in the Jubilee Centre, as larger numbers of them, young and old, become more adept at voice production and more skilled in acting ability. On this occasion – a three-day showing of the splendid “Annie” – the problem clearly lies in knowing what not to eulogise, for in a sense the whole was indeed greater than the sum of the parts. Of course there were “stars”! – and shining brightly was the 11-year-old Rachel Surry, for whom – supported by some towering performances by older members of the cast – the evening was a great triumph!
The “orphans”, among whom Heather Southgate (Molly) excelled, were quite tremendous, not only in the enthusiastic singing but also in some wonderfully-arranged actions, all on the cleverly-devised stage for which the “behind the scenes” group deserve great praise.
This was a real “team effort”; but it would be unfair not to mention three quite outstanding efforts by older members of the cast. Mandy Morrish (the evil Miss Hannigan) gave a sustained performance throughout, while Gemma Raymond (the splendid secretary Grace Farrell) and veteran Darren Mather (the philanthropic billionaire Oliver Warbucks) gave the director tremendous support – and the younger element in the cast something to which they can aspire in the future.
Among other notable performances, newcomer Antonio-Josef Alvarez warmed to the role; Adam Boyle looked a real seedy crook; and Edward Bye (new hair-style and all!) was a believe butler. And, of course, catching all hearts was the dog Sandy, played by Whiskey whom Chloe Connell had trained so well.
Once again the backstage and front-of-house arrangements were in the hands of many “Bunbury-sweatered” supporters, who contributed to one of the finest Players’ performances for some time – for which we again salute particularly Becky Green and her musical colleague Ken Newman. This makes the Christmas Showcase (18 & 19 December) and the next pantomime “Aladdin” (17-20 February 2009) dates for the diary!
John Barker 

